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Brozek,
Dickson and
Srinivasan
awarded tenure

Lawrence
receives grant
to support lowincome students

Xue Yan

Rose Nelson

Staff Writer

_______________________

Staff Writer

_______________________

Lawrence has been given
a five-year grant by the US
Department of Education. The
funding for this grant comes
from the Title III Strengthening
Institutions Program. The programs due to be implemented or
expanded as a result of this grant
are now being planned. Professor
Steven Jordheim was recently
announced as the grant Project
Director, pending approval from
the US Department of Education.
The purpose of the Title
III Strengthening Institutions
Program is to help institutions
of higher education provide for
low-income students in a selfsustaining manner. This service
to students is focused primarily
on strengthening academic quality, institutional management
and institutional fiscal stability.
In total, the program has awarded $20.1 million this year to 14
higher education institutions.
Lawrence received $2.1 million of
this sum.
The grant will be used at
Lawrence in a variety of ways.
These will include expanding the
Center for Teaching and Learning
(CTL) by adding a new Learning
Specialist position, adding a new
Student Success Coordinator
position in the Student Academic

See page 12
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Sophomore Kyle Stukey, junior Liz Armstrong and sophomore Katherine Ling talk with trustee Peter
R. Betzer at the poster session for students who traveled to Sierra Leone or China over Winter Break.

Poster session showcases Sierra
Leone, Sustainable China projects
Students and professors lined
the Steitz Hall of Science atrium
the evening of Thursday, Jan. 30
for an informal poster session to
present research done in China
and Sierra Leone over Winter
Break. Professors, fellow students
and trustees questioned researchers about their work abroad during the two-hour event.
Throughout the evening, Kids
Give sold cupcakes for a small
donation going toward these student scholarships. In the middle of

the event, Professor Skran introduced the music students on the
program, who performed a Sierra
Leone welcome song, complete
with traditional percussion.
Half of the research projects
were results of Lawrence student
interactions with schools in Sierra
Leone through the sponsorship of
Kids Give, a Lawrence-affiliated
non-profit organization. Founded
by government and economics
professor Claudena Skran after
her Fulbright Fellowship in the
country in 2006, Kids Give provides elementary or high school
scholarships for students at three
affiliated schools in Sierra Leone.
Students spent 20 days trav-

eling across Sierra Leone, starting and ending in Freetown, the
location of the affiliated Conforti
elementary school. Senior Raena
Mueller Dahl studied differences
in treatment of girls and boys,
while other students focused
on everything from music education to physical education.
During Mueller Dahl’s two days at
Conforti, she performed research,
brought balls and play equipment,
and set up a library with other
students on the program.
“If the opportunity presents
itself, I would definitely go back

1830 by French composer Hector
Berlioz, on Saturday, Feb. 1 in the
Lawrence Memorial Chapel. But
as the date of the concert drew
closer, Maestro Mas Arocas felt
that the piece was not ready to be
performed.
“We are entitled to offer a
certain standard,” Mas Arocas
said. “We thought that we were
not ready to perform the concert
to the high standards we are used
to.”
Poesnecker acknowledged
that in the immediate aftermath
of the postponement, students’
surprise turned to frustration or
even outright anger, so much so
that they refused to provide comments for this article. While some
students felt that they had put
in enough work to give a good
performance, still others were
upset that they had to tell friends,
family and other members of the
Appleton and Lawrence commu-

nity that the concert wasn’t going
to happen.
Despite the initial student
reaction, Brian Pertl, Dean of the
Conservatory, said that what happened isn’t actually that rare.
“If you look at our array of
student recitals throughout the
year, a good number of them are
postponed for the exact same reason,” Dean Pertl said. “The repertoire was maybe a little harder
than we thought, and they want
the recitals to be as good as they
can be, and so the faculty and students decide [to postpone]. That’s
basically what happened here.“
Dean Pertl also acknowledged that students looked at
this postponement differently—
instead of being one student, it
was the entire LSO. To provide
outlets for students to voice their
concerns, the Student Advisory
Committee for the LSO held a
meeting that other Conservatory

students were allowed to attend
and ask questions.
Additionally, there was an
online survey open until Monday,
Feb. 4, which students could use
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Lucy Pipkin
Staff Writer

______________________
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On Friday, Jan. 31, Lawrence
University’s Board of Trustees
granted tenure to assistant professor of government and Stephen
Edward Scarff Professor Jason
Brozek, assistant professor of
biology Kimberly Dickson, and
assistant professor of music Asha
Srinivasan.
Brozek has taught government and environmental studies
with a focus on international law
at Lawrence since Fall 2008. He
enjoys discussions on how terrorism looks in pop culture, the challenge of managing cross-border
rivers, whether the war in Iraq
qualifies as a legal use of force
and why it’s a big deal that Obama
mentioned climate change three
times in the same speech.
Srinivasan is a composer whose music has been presented at various national and
international venues. She joined
Lawrence six years ago and teaches music composition, music theory and electronic music.
Dickson is an assistant professor in the biology department;
she joined Lawrence in 2007 with
an interest in protein structure
and function.
As a former liberal arts student herself, Srinvasan feels at
home at Lawrence and enjoys the
communication that happens on

See page 2

Conservatory rocked by LSO concert postponement
Alyssa Villaire
News Editor

_______________________

When the Assistant professor
of music and director of orchestral studies Octavio Mas Arocas
told the Lawrence Symphony
Orchestra on Thursday night, Jan.
30 that they would be postponing their next concert, many of
Lawrence’s student musicians
weren’t sure how to react.
“A lot of people were really shocked because that’s not
something you hear of very
often, if ever,” said junior Bailey
Poesnecker, who is double majoring in viola performance and
music education and is a member
of the orchestra.
The Lawrence Symphony
Orchestra (LSO) was scheduled to perform the “Symphonie
Fantastique,” a piece written in
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to submit questions and comments. Dean Pertl said he and
Mas Arocas would read over the
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Lawrence Memorial Chapel remained empty on the night of Feb. 1 after the postponement.
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‘Dancing with the Profs’ allows students, professors to mingle outside classrooms
Tina Czaplinska
For The Lawrentian

_______________________

The Esch Room doubled as
a dimly lit restaurant last Friday,
Jan. 31. A deeply distraught
woman sat next to an empty bottle of wine and stared intently into
a photograph.
So began the dance between
Assistant Professor of Biology
Judith Humphries and sophomore
Xun Mendez at Lawrence Swing
Dancers’ event, “Dancing with the
Profs.”
“The dance was based on
true heartache as I was crying
over a photo of James Bond,” said
Humphries, standing next to her
husband.
Other participants included
Assistant Professor of Biology
Brian Piasecki, Instructor of
Chinese Yu-Lin Chiu and Instructor
of Music Donna DiBella.
These professors were cho-

sen out of a larger group who
volunteered for the event. After
being voted on, they were paired
with their student dance partners.
The annual event is a charity function where all of the proceeds go to Heifer International,
an organization that gives animals
to families in need, in hopes of
staving off hunger and stimulating
the economy.
Besides the chance to help
a great cause, students attending
Dancing with the Profs wanted to
see their professors cut the rug.
“Judith Humphries is my
biology professor. She told us [in
class] that she couldn’t dance well
but I thought she did a really good
job,” said junior and swing dancer
Sarah Gunby.
“People come out especially
if there is a professor that they
know. I think Donna DiBella was
a good draw this year,” said president of Swing House and senior

Emma Brayndick.
Freshman Kyle Labak was
similarly excited to see his Chinese
professor dance. “She looks like
a celebrity right now and it is
the coolest thing in the world,”
explained Labak.
Professor Chiu, dressed in a
red dress and matching Converse
high-tops, recalls the practices at
the end of the event.
“The practices weren’t too
hard but memorizing the routine
was. I forgot some steps but I
think I faked it pretty well so no
one noticed. I really appreciate
Michael Friend for working with
me. “
“I was nervous and I don’t
think I can socialize a lot when
I am nervous,” said Chiu about
the night, “but I appreciate this
opportunity where I could practice dancing.”
Later in the term, in early
March, Swing Club will be hosting

their next event: the Charity Ball at
the History Museum castle. With a
“Home from the War” theme, the
proceeds from the dance will go to
the United Service Organization.

“We will have a live band,
people can get dressed up and
there will probably be homemade
fudge,” said Brayndick.

is both feasible and currently in
development. These technologies serve as a ‘quick fix’ to climate change. Rather than try and
take preventative measures, such
as expanding green energy and
reducing greenhouse gas emissions, climate geoengineering
aims to directly reverse the effects
of global warming.
The associated technologies
fall under two categories: Those
that aim to reduce sunlight to
prevent warming and those that
remove carbon from the atmosphere to mitigate greenhouse
effects. The technologies that
Olson presented varied in potential effectiveness. The weakest,
but also least potentially harmful technology was aggressive
reforestation. By planting trees
in massive numbers, the aim is
to increase the amount of plants

that scrub carbon from the atmosphere and convert it into oxygen.
Another possible technology
involves injecting iron into the
oceans, which would cause large
algae blooms which would absorb
carbon. As the phytoplankton
die, the carbon it absorbs would
become part of the seafloor rather than reenter the atmosphere.
However, this would come with
the ramifications of algae blooms,
which may cause harm to the
atmosphere. Another strategy
would be to plant lighter-colored
crops and paint cities white to
absorb less heat.
The most powerful geoengineering technology that was
speculated, however, was the use
of stratospheric sulphate aerosols. Stratospheric sulphate aerosols are chemicals that would be
sprayed into the atmosphere by

aircraft. The concept of this technology would be to create a global
dimming effect. In the lecture,
Olson cited a large volcanic eruption that released so many sulfates into the air that it created a
cooling effect. Even a one percent
reduction in sunlight, as Olson
discussed, could potentially mitigate the effects of global warming. However, the ramifications
of injecting sulfates are unknown
and could potentially be extremely dangerous. Olson argued that
the best and safest way to mitigate the effects of global warming
would be to cut greenhouse gas
emissions and simply prepare for
what he strongly alluded to be the
inevitable effects of global warming. Olson cited alarming studies
which showed the environmental
impacts of small raises in average global temperatures. One

study he cited suggested that if
global temperatures rise enough,
the amount of land area affected
by severe drought could increase
from fifteen percent to forty-four
percent by the year 2100.
Olson discussed issues with
why preventative technologies
have not been mobilized, despite
the alarming evidence that was
presented. Olson took a directly
partisan stance and argued that
the political right has catered to
the interests of the energy industry and climate change deniers. As
Olson argued, politics have been
a major obstacle in enacting environmental policies. Part of what
makes geoengineering so controversial is that the political right
has recently shown support of
geoengineering, even if the rami-

Dancers at the “Dancing with the Profs” event, hosted by Lawrence Swing Dancers.
Photo by Abedin Rafique

Olson gives Spoerl Lecture on geoengineering, climate change solutions
Danny Davis
Staff Writer

_______________________

Last week, the environmental
science department held a lecture
by guest speaker Robert L. Olson
from the Alternative Futures
Institute. The lecture was part of
the Spoerl Lectureship in Science
and Society and discussed the
problems of climate change and
the implications of the solutions
presented. The lecture was held
on Thursday, Jan. 30 at 7 p.m. in
Steitz Hall.
The first half of the lecture
discussed an emerging technology called climate geoengineering.
Climate geoengineering is a category of technologies that could
aggressively alter the course of
global warming, technology that

Summit provides networking, info on internships Tenure
Samantha Tetzlaff
Staff Writer

______________________

Last Thursday, Jan. 30, Career
Services sponsored an “Internship
Summit” that gave Lawrentians
who had internships this past
summer the chance to share their
experiences and offer advice to
future applicants. The event took
place in the WCC Gallery outside of the Somerset room, and
consisted of around 26 students
presenting posters about their
internships.
Senior Chiao-Yu Tuan was
one presenter awaiting interested
students, set up to talk about her
12-week internship with Amazon
in Seattle. Tuan was a Software
Engineer intern who was assigned
the specific task of creating an
internal tool for the video team
at Amazon. Tuan explained how
crucial the opportunity was for
her, especially being a computer science major. “It was really
important to me because, of
course Lawrence is a small school,
but the computer science department is really tiny, so it was really
important for me to kind of see
what it was like out there and also
get to know a lot of peers who
are at the same stage of life.” For
future applicants, Tuan advised
them to “be prepared to ask a lot
of questions [because] it can be
overwhelming to figure out what

to do at the beginning,” especially in such a large company that
serves millions and millions every
day.
Another
senior,
Anna
Buchholz, interned on the opposite coast of the country, in New
York City at Carnegie Hall. Her
internship was a Conservatory^2
internship, opportunities in which
Lawrence alumni are connected
with a placement site and only
accept interns from the Lawrence
Conservatory. Buchholz described
the position as assisting “in various arts administration projects,”
specifically in the Education
and Community department of

Carnegie. When asked how this
opportunity would aid her future,
Buchholz responded, “I totally
know what I want to do now. I
want to be involved in something
like this, providing music to people of all ages, all socioeconomic
classes.” Carnegie Hall is a nonprofit organization that offers
free music programs for people
in all five boroughs of New York
city, including Manhattan, the
Bronx, Staten Island, Queens and
Brooklyn.
Beyond domestic internships,
intern positions abroad were also

See page 3

Senior Anna Buchholz discusses her summer internship at Carnegie Hall.
Photo by Abedin Rafique

continued from page 1
a daily basis with colleagues and
students in a wide variety of disciplines.
Srinvasan said she had
so many talented, imaginative
and nice students at Lawrence.
“Lawrence students are particularly known for their enthusiasm
for learning and self-motivation,”
she said, “and I have very much
found this to be true in every class
or lesson I have taught.”
Brozek taught at UW-Madison
for two years before he came
to Lawrence. For him, finding a
home at a challenging liberal arts
college is why he decided to go
to graduate school. He said, “I
already know three quarters of
the students on my senior seminar roster before next term even
starts,” and “that’s exactly how
higher education ought to be.”
Brozek really loves that a lot
of teaching happens outside of
the classroom at Lawrence. He
is proud that Lawrence has been
participating in the Sustainable
China program over the last five
years. He believes it is one of his
most meaningful teaching experiences.
Srinivasan said she was
incredibly touched when she
was reading the evaluations and
reports from the students and the
committee. She commented that
being tenured “has also given me

See page 11

a lot to think about with my work
as a teacher and a composer, and
I look forward to continuing to
shape what I do to be the best that
it can be.”
Brozek said, “I don’t teach
because I have lots of answers—I
teach because there are lots of
interesting questions, and the
best way to get at them is to find a
group of enthusiastic people.” He
wanted to thank all the students
he taught for being enthusiastic
and participative.
Provost and Dean of the
Faculty David Burrows said usually a person stands for tenure
in his or her sixth year on the
tenure track. The person needs to
provide an information package
about his orher teaching excellence, scholarship and creative
activities, and their services to the
universities.
The survey for students, selfevaluations from scholars outside
of Lawrence and comments from
other Lawrence faculties are also
part of the evaluation.
The Tenure Committee evaluates the information package, then
votes and writes reports with its
analysis about the applications.
With the reports and the vote,
the president decides whether to
make a positive recommendation
to the Board of Trustees.
Burrows said the survey of
students’ opinion is taken very
seriously. The survey “ensures
there is a high level of teaching
performance, and that person is
effective as a teacher,” he said.

VARIETY
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Dining in Dairyland
Basil Café: A Review
From the outside, Basil Café
looks like an old office building
situated slightly awkwardly on a
dark street. It’s not where you
would expect a restaurant, and
the drab façade doesn’t lead you
to anticipate a fantastic one. The
restaurant’s sign doesn’t appear
new or exciting, and the whole
exterior is dark. However, once
you cross the threshold, your
impression changes entirely.
Inside, an awkward office
interior has been used wonderfully. Although the spaces are
oddly large and low-ceilinged, the
walls are painted a warm brownred while the floor, tables and
chairs are of warm, dark brown
wood. Attractive tapestries, alternating with artwork in blues and
greens, adorn the walls. Some of
the artworks are friezes that set
the mood and serve as conversation pieces. In the corners, where
the ceiling lights do not reach, a
variety of interesting lamps provide illumination. The table settings are sharp and attractive,
with vibrantly green chopsticks
adding freshness and color to the

Summit

continued from page 2
represented at the Summit, one
being in Kigali, Rwanda through
LU’s GlobeMed. Seniors Heather
Jost and juniors Abigail Schubach
and Maggie Mahaffa interned with
Health Development Initiative
(HDI), working specifically
within HDI’s Sexual Health and
Reproductive Health Education
(SHARE) program. Schuback,
Mahaffa and Jost provided HDI
residents in Kigali with educational materials not provided in local
school about AIDS, HIV prevention and hygiene.
On the experience, Schubach
said, “I really enjoyed trying to
interact with people that are from
a different culture than I am. I’m
an anthropology major, so being
able to do that was really excit-

Specht
Susannah
Miller

mahogany and white setting. Also,
who doesn’t like square plates?
The staff is very friendly
and helpful. They checked on my
friends and me regularly but were
happy to let us take quite a long
time to decide on our food. Their
menu is long and somewhat overwhelming—at least for someone
who really likes Thai food. We
eventually ordered spring rolls
and egg rolls as appetizers. Both
were good, but the spring rolls
won my heart. They were soft and
fresh, with the nontraditional, but
so delicious, addition of avocado.
Our entrées began arriving
very shortly after we had finished
our appetizers. One thing that
struck me immediately was the
quality of presentation, although
this may just be because their
food looks so appetizing as it is.
The Basil’s Signature Tilapia was
crisp and flavorful, and the sauce
and vegetables were delicious and
perfectly cooked. The Mee Krob—
vegetables and meat with garlic
sauce over crispy noodles—was
good, although not particularly
interesting. The Pad Thai, served

with a house tamarind sauce, is
yet another option. One of my
favorite dishes is the Pad See Eew
with Chinese broccoli and charred
rice noodles.
The restaurant only offers
three desserts, out of which one
is seasonal. However, the fried
bananas impressed my friends
and all of us loved the coconutrice cakes. These are fairly sticky
and gelatinous, however, so don’t
expect to like them if you have
issues with those textures.
Many of the dishes are
gluten-free already or can be
made gluten-free upon request.
Likewise, many of the dishes are
vegetarian or vegan. Overall, Basil
Café is a fantastic dinner spot:
Good for eating with friends, family and dates. I have even heard of
studio-groups going here.
Basil Café is closed on Sunday
and Monday, but they are open
both for lunch and dinner from
Tuesday to Saturday. You will
need some sort of transportation
to get there; it is over two miles,
and an estimated 40 minutes’
walking time.

ing.” Jost added, “It was a cool
experience to kind of take off our
assumptions [coming] from the
U.S. of how society works and trying to see through their eyes why
they have certain problems.”
GlobeMed has an ongoing
partnership with HDI and sends a
few student members every summer to provide assistance with
various health-relevant projects.
Junior Sam Rolfe’s internship with Appleton Downtown,
Inc. demonstrated that one need
not buy a plane ticket in order
to find a great internship. Rolfe
described the position as an event
planning/marketing internship
in which he had various tasks in
contacting downtown Appleton
businesses in order to begin planning for a range of local events.
One of Rolfe’s undertakings was to
help organize the weekly Farmers’
Market, particularly finding health
and wellness-themed programs

to take place in the newly built
Houdini Plaza. Rolfe said he chose
the Appleton area because he
wanted to stay on campus but
also begin building up his résumé.
“I’m a musician, so I have a
lot of music experience but not
necessarily job experience,” said
Rolfe. “So it was really nice to get
some database entry and some
communication skills in the professional world.”
All representatives at the
event had informative, first-hand
advice for students interested in
applying to a given internship.
Buchholz gave advice to those that
may not know what they wish to
intern in: “Learn about the organization that you want to work for
and what makes you smile, what
makes you passionate. You have
to have passion for what you’re
exploring. Even if you don’t know
if you’re going to like it, look for
things that you really love.”

QUESTION MARK
Open Office Hours with
President Mark Burstein
Tuesday, February 11th
10:00 am - 12:00 pm
Sampson House

or Question Mark by contacting us
at lawrentian@lawrence.edu

Your questions will be kept anonymous

Pages

Hidden Gems
Kevin Specht
Columnist

____________________________________

Do you love Lawrence
University, but don’t feel like
you’ve quite found your place?
Would you like a cool hideout?
Hello, and welcome to Specht
Pages, the true and supreme voice
of Lawrence University. In this celebratory 34th issue, we will share
some of our favorite places on
campus with all of you. So sit back,
relax and allow Specht Pages to
guide you on a lost campus.
While perhaps not an ideal
study location, the Conservatory’s
east elevator is a true gem. Not
only is it large and better lit than
most practice rooms, it also has
a wonderful feature that takes us
back to the simpler times: a rotary
telephone. That’s right. Next time
you find yourself in the Con, be
sure to ride this very slow, grand,
piano-sized elevator and take a
trip through time.
Have you ever been in Harper
Hall? Would you believe that there
is a trap door backstage? It’s true!
And it’s also true that it leads to
another dimension.
Are you a Connie who wishes
to never leave the Con? We all
know that there are plenty of hiding places for the overnight hours,
but what do you do when you
smell and a sink touch-up just
won’t do? Well, perhaps this will
help push your dream one step
closer to reality. In the basement
of the Music Drama building, there
are dressing rooms fully equipped
with showers.
Across College Avenue,
Kohler Hall, the infamous “Beer
Can,” as some of you old timers
remember it, has a most wonderful elevator. If you have the “magic
touch,” there is a secret place filled
with signatures and stickers that
goes back many years.
You seniors out there have
had your first opportunity to
enter the Downer Commons, bet-

ter known as the Hurvis Center
to some of you youngsters. On
the second floor, you will see the
Teakwood Room, a room full of
quality wood carvings and musty
old furniture.
In Memorial Hall, there is
a most special classroom in the
southwest corner of the first floor.
This room has big fluffy couches,
a huge seminar table, chairs from
the ‘30s and a beautiful stone fireplace.
On floors two through seven
of Kohler, better known as the
Tower of purity, there are some
storage shelves that can also function as sleeping barracks with a
little creativity. If you gather a few
friends, you can stack four people
in there! This must make your
Lawrence bucket list!
International House is a true
gem on campus. It features a flag
room, wonderful couches, beautiful wood and a fully stocked
kitchen!
The Strange Commons in
Main Hall, WLFM Studios and
Roger Dale Kruse Reflection
Room on the fourth floor of the
library are all tied up for the First
Annual Specht Pages Award for
the Best Places to Sit on Campus.
You will find wonderfully fluffy,
sleep-worthy couches in each of
these locations. If you don’t have
card access to the studios, simply
tell the station manager that you
would like to resurrect the Specht
Parade Radio Show.
On the first floor of Briggs,
past the CTL, you will find the
Sager Education library. Here,
you’ll find books, chairs, couches,
grandfather clocks and, generally,
a productive place to study.
There you have it, a comprehensive list of all the worthwhile
places on campus. Enjoy crowding
them up and making us old timers
have to find new secret places for
us to do our bidding.
You heard it first from Specht
Pages!

CORRECTIONS: 1/31/2014

VARIETY:
Last week, Specht Pages stated that it had recently interviewed Sara Gorton. Please note that this was actually an email
correspondence.
The touch-less paper towel dispensers in Warch, Plantz and
Trever Halls are battery operated and do not consume the “environmentally significant” amount of electricity that Specht Pages
mentioned last week. These batteries are recycled.
Also, please note that all paper towels used on campus are
made from recycled paper product, and that is “environmentally
significant & positive.”

PolLU

Is the hike in tuition fees proportionate to the
developmental projects being undertaken by the
administration?
1. Yes
Visit
2. No
lawrentian.com
3. Somewhat
to vote
4. Don’t care

The opinions expressed in this section are those of the students, faculty and community members who wrote them. All facts are as provided by the
authors. The Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which represents a majority of the editorial board. The
Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit their own opinions using the parameters outlined in the masthead.
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Second-half surge propels men’s basketball team
CJ Revis

Staff Writer

_______________________

The Lawrence men’s basketball team played host to
Monmouth last Saturday, Feb. 1
in a crucial Midwest Conference
game. Going into the matchup, the
Vikings were two games behind
Carroll University for fourth place
in conference. The top four teams
make the conference tournament.
Lawrence controlled most of
the action in the first half, pulling
out to an early 21-14 lead. But the
Fighting Scots fought their way
back to within three points with
just over two minutes left in the
half.
Lawrence responded by
going on an 8-2 run capped off
by a buzzer-beating three-pointer
from junior Ryan DePouw to end
the half and take a 37-28 lead.
DePouw paced Lawrence’s offense
in the first half with his 16 points.
The lead remained at nine
for the first four minutes of the
second half before Lawrence took
control with a 9-0 run. Senior
Chris Siebert started the run with
a three-pointer, which was fol-

lowed by a three-point play from
sophomore Jamie Nikitas. Nikitas
finished the run by burying a
three-pointer to give the Vikings
a 51-33 lead with 13 minutes left
to play. The Vikings were in control the rest of the way and didn’t
allow Monmouth to come within
14 points after that. Lawrence
won by a final score of 67-53.

DePouw led Lawrence with
20 points in the game, finishing 4-for-5 from deep. He was
followed by Jamie Nikitas, who
notched a double-double with
18 points and 10 rebounds. Cole
Jackson led Monmouth with 12
points. Lawrence’s aggressive
defense was a key to the game,
casusing Monmouth to turn the

Senior forward Chase Nelson attempts to corral a loose ball on Saturday.
Photo courtesy of Paul Wilke

ball over 20 times.
“We focused a lot on our
intensity on the defensive end,”
commented sophomore forward
Trace Sonnleitner. “We had confidence in our offense so we knew
that our defense would be a key to
the game.”
The win moved Lawrence to
6-6 in the MWC and 8-9 overall.
They remain two games behind
Carroll for fourth place in conference. The victory also pushed
their record at home to 6-2. When
asked why they have more success
at home, Sonnleitner said, “We’re
a lot more comfortable at home,
which helps us get off to strong
starts. On the road, it sometimes
takes us a few minutes to get used
to the gym.”
The Vikings play two important conference games this
week. First, they take on eighthranked St. Norbert at home on
Wednesday, Feb. 5, before traveling to Illinois College on Saturday,
Feb. 8.
Sonnleitner described the
team’s mentality going into the
rest of the season, stating, “We are
treating every conference game as
a must-win game.”

Fencing team picks up five victories at NU Duels
Zach Ben-Amots
Staff Writer

______________________

In their second Northwestern
University (NU) Duals tournament of the season, the Lawrence
University fencing team registered their first losing record in a
competition.
Coming into this weekend’s
NU Duals, Lawrence carried a lot
of momentum from the dominating performance at the season’s
first Duals in early November.
However, the team was only able
to pick up five victories, with the
women finishing 3-11 and the
men 2-9.

The women got their three
wins against the California
Institute of Technology (Caltech),
Cleveland State University (CSU)
and the University of Detroit
Mercy (UDM). Against the Caltech
Beavers, a resounding 8-1 record
in foil helped guide the Vikings to
a 17-10 win.
Next, Lawrence defeated the
CSU Vikings 15-12 behind a 9-0
record in épée matches. Finally,
the women’s team won against
the UDM Titans by going undefeated in the foil competition and
6-3 in sabre matches.
On the men’s side, the Vikings
were also able to beat Caltech and
UDM by winning sabre and épée
in both matches. LU won against

Caltech with a record of 16-11 and
UDM behind a 17-10 record. As
has been the case all season long,
sophomores Moses Zarkin-Scott
and Ian Pelton, along with senior
Graham Jones, performed particularly well for the men.
Despite the record displaying only moderate team success,
individuals did perform very well.
“There were some major upsets
when [we] beat fencers from
bigger schools like Ohio State
University, Duke, Northwestern,
Notre Dame and Caltech,” said
sophomore foil fencer Katherine
Ling. “Of the 20 [teams] who competed, 15 actually qualified for
regionals.”
The LU fencing team is cur-

rently about two thirds of the
way through their season and
have faced 25 opponents thus far.
With only the Midwest Fencing
Conference Championships and
NCAA Midwest Regional competition left to participate in, the fencing team hopes for a strong finish
to the season.
“We can’t wait to get on the
road again and compete.” said
Ling. “We’re hoping to crush at
conference. Regionals will be
significantly more difficult. If we
fence well, though, we might qualify a fencer or two for nationals!”
The Lawrence fencers will head to
the Midwest Fencing Conference
Championship at Notre Dame over
the weekend of March 1 and 2.

Freshman Karlsson leads Fighting Scots thrash
track squad at UW-Stout short-handed Lady Vikes
Alex York
Staff Writer

______________________

Competing in one of the largest meets of the indoor season
on Saturday, Feb. 1, the Lawrence
University track and field team
was able to make its mark. The
competition showcased some
of the other teams in the region
outside of the Midwest Athletic
Conference.
At UW-Stout’s Johnson
Fieldhouse, the Vikings were
able to see some new faces. “We
had been competing in the same
meets year to year,” noted head
coach Jason Fast. “It was time for
a change of pace.”
Several Lawrentian performances stood out during the day,
including a second through fifth
place rout of the 5000-meter run.
Freshman Elin Karlsson led a
group of Vikings with her time of
19:44. Sophomores Clare Bruning
and Liz Landes followed right
behind with times of 19:57 and
19:58, respectively. Senior Anna
Ratliff took fifth, crossing the line

in 20:09.
“They raced well, especially
considering the practice conditions [of the previous two weeks],”
said Fast. The practice conditions
have been a concern this year due
to the blisteringly cold weather
and preponderance of snow.
Still, the Vikings have some
things that are going quite well
for them despite the cold. With
his time of 8.74 in the 60-meter
hurdles, sophomore JP Ranumas
moved into second place in the
conference thus far.
Additionally, senior Jamie
Brisbois currently owns the fastest time (16:14) in the conference
in the 5000-meter run. Teammate
Cam Davies has the second fastest time. The sophomore finished
right behind Brisbois in 16:15.
As the team looks forward to
the indoor conference meet this
year, Coach Fast wants to work
on preparation: “We need to start
preparing for every meet as we
would for a championship—that
means having a plan, both individually and for the team, and

See page 5

Matt Geleske
Staff Writer

______________________

The Lawrence University
women’s basketball team fell
short at Alexander Gymnasium
on Saturday, Feb. 1 to Monmouth
College by a score of 68-46. Senior
Alex Deshler led the team with 18
points scored, while sophomore
Katie Schumacher pulled down a
game-high 10 rebounds.
As game day approached, the
Vikings knew that it would be
a challenge to compete with the
third place Fighting Scots. “We
went into this game feeling like we
had nothing to lose,” said junior
Kassidy Rinehart. “Monmouth is
a very athletic team so we had
to do the little things right and
value the basketball.” The Scots
dominated the beginning of the
first half, scoring 25 points in the
first 15 minutes, which resulted in
a 25-14 advantage.
In the final five minutes,
however, Lawrence rallied off a
Deshler three-pointer and scored
nine unanswered points to cut

Monmouth’s lead to 25-23.
Starting with a Kim Coleman
jumper, the Scots responded with
a six-point run to bring the score
to 31-25 at the half.
The Vikings had to focus on
maintaining their level of play
for the second half, following an
exhausting 20 minutes of basketball. “We had just played a very
solid first half and we were starting to get tired,” recalled Rinehart.
“We really focused on execution
and fighting through that fatigue
in the second half.”
Monmouth came out of the
half firing on all cylinders, as they
went on a 15 to 6 run that brought
the score to 46-31. Lawrence
responded with a scoring run of
their own behind seven points
from a Deshler three-pointer, a
jumper from freshman Courtney
Schmidt and a fast break lay-up
from sophomore Patsy Kealey.
Monmouth’s lead was cut to ten
points.
With 8:42 remaining, the
Scots pulled away by going on
a 13-3 scoring run, leading to a

See page 10

STANDINGS
School

Conf.

Overall

MEN’S BASKETBALL
St. Norbert
Grinnell
Ripon
Carroll
Illinois Col.
Lawrence
Beloit
Cornell
Lake Forest
Monmouth
Knox

13-0
9-4
8-4
8-5
6-6
6-6
5-7
5-8
5-8
4-9
0-12

17-1
14-4
11-6
11-7
10-7
8-9
7-10
8-10
6-12
5-13
1-16

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
Cornell
St. Norbert
Monmouth
Carroll
Illinois Col.
Ripon
Lake Forest
Beloit
Knox
Lawrence
Grinnell

11-2
11-2
10-3
9-4
8-4
8-4
5-8
3-9
2-10
1-11
1-12

15-3
14-4
14-4
12-6
10-7
8-9
5-13
3-14
4-13
3-14
2-16

HOCKEY
Adrian
St. Norbert
St. Scholastica
Lake Forest
Marian
Concordia
MSOE
Lawrence
Northland
Finlandia

11-1-2		
12-2		
9-2-3		
9-5		
7-6-1		
5-7-2		
5-9		
4-10		
3-11		
1-13		

Pts.
24
24
21
18
15
12
10
8
6
2

Statistics are courtesy of
www.midwestconference.org
and www.nchahockey.org
and are current as of
Feb. 05, 2013.

BY THE
NUMB3RS

6.6
Rebounds per game
for senior guard
Alex Deshler

Scoreboard from
Wednesday, Feb. 5
Men’s Basketball
SNC 79 LU 69
Women’s Basketball
SNC 66 LU 37
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Hockey falls to eighth
place in NCHA
Clare Bruning
Staff Writer

______________________

After an exciting victory
over St. Scholastica the previous
week, the Lawrence University
hockey team (5-15-1, 4-10 NCHA)
approached their next opponent
Lake Forest College (12-8-1, 9-5
NCHA) hoping to repeat their
recent success. But with a huge
second period in the first game
and a much closer overtime win
in the second, the Foresters swept
the series and left the Vikings
once again in second place.
The series opened on Friday,
Jan. 31 at the Appleton Family
Ice Center, and after a scoreless
first period, the Foresters skated
past the struggling Vikings in a
frustrating second period. Lake
Forest knocked the puck into the
net two minutes into the second
period, putting the first points on
the board and setting the tone for
the rest of the game.
Consecutive penalties around
3:30 put Lawrence down two men,
and the Foresters capitalized after
about a minute to double their
lead to 2-0. A pair of penalties two
minutes later left each team down
a player, and Lake Forest used the
4-on-4 play to widen their advantage to 3-0.
After a fourth goal slid past
freshman goaltender Mattias
Soderqvist, Lawrence sent junior
Anton Olsson into the net, seeking a change of momentum. A
sloppy line change led to a fifth
goal as the Lake Forest offense
outnumbered and easily outmaneuvered the Vikings defense.
Olsson allowed one more goal

before the end of the period, and
the Foresters headed to the locker
room ahead 6-0. The Foresters
scored a final goal with less than
four minutes in the game, securing the 7-0 shutout.
The following night, the
Vikings traveled to Lake Forest
for an attempt at redeeming
themselves. As has become habit
for Lawrence, the team flipped
every switch to turn out a major
improvement from the first game
to the second.
Senior Huck Saunders scored
an unassisted goal less than 30
seconds into the game, letting the
Foresters know this game would
not be like the first. Lake Forest
retaliated halfway through the
first period to even the score at
1-1.
Saunders sent the puck in
again near the end of the second
period to give Lawrence a 2-1
lead. Sophomore Brandon Boelter
and freshman Blake Roubos were
credited with assists. Four minutes into the third period, however, Lake Forest leveled the score
again to send the teams into highstakes overtime competition.
The Foresters brought it
home with a game-winning goal a
minute in, as the Viking suffered a
heartbreaking 3-2 OT loss.
As Lake Forest moves on to
a home-and-home series against
MSOE, next weekend the Vikings
will travel to Adrian College for
two road games. Adrian’s 17-1-3,
11-1-2 NCHA record places them
at the top of the conference with
St. Norbert College (17-3-1, 12-2
NCHA), though they’re coming
off a split series with the Green
Knights. Adrian fell to St. Norbert

Athletes of the Week
By: Amanda Ollerer

Elin Karlsson: Indoor Track and Field
Elin Karlsson was the top finisher for
the women’s track team at the Warren
Bowlus Open (UW-Stout) on Saturday,
Feb. 1. She took second in the 5000
meters with a time of 19:44.75. Karlsson
led a strong group of Lawrence runners.

Photo courtesy of Paul Wilke

2) Do you like indoor or outdoor
track better, and why?
I have only ever had one track season
before this one and that was two years
Photo courtesy of Paul Wilke
ago. I definitely liked outdoor track
better then, so I’m suspecting that that will be the case now, too. I love running outdoors because I can
actually breathe fresh air and I don’t have to run as many laps around the track.

3) What is the hardest part of track?
I think, for me, the hardest part about track and distance running in general is pushing through the
pain. If it doesn’t hurt, I know I’m not doing it right. Keeping a fast pace even though I feel like stopping
the whole time is really challenging, so I’m always happy when I can make it through a race where my
brain is stronger than my body.
4) If you could have one super power, what would it be and why?
I’d like to be able to fly because I’d get to see everything on earth from a different perspective. It would
also be great to go wherever I want whenever I want, and visit countries all over the world without
having to pay!

Courtney Schmidt: Women’s Basketball
Being the only freshman on a team
is never an easy thing, but Courtney
Schmidt is beginning to make a name
for herself. This past weekend against
Monmouth, Schmidt played 28 minutes, invaluable experience for the
freshman. She may be young, but the
future is bright for Schmidt.

See page 12

LU Intramurals: Week 2
Erik Soderlund
Staff Writer

______________________

Another week of Winter
Term means another week of LU
intramurals. Have no fear because
your weekly update on the hottest action and news in volleyball,
soccer and basketball is back once
again.
Soccer
Since soccer was last on the
agenda the previous week, I figured it was suiting to put it first.
The Red Dogs were successful early on Thursday, Feb. 6 as
they beat the veteran team Blood,
6-3. Unfortunately, the Red Dogs’
winning streak came to an end
when they faced the Lucky Strikes,
one of the favorites to win this
year’s championship. It was a
hard-fought battle, but the Lucky
Strikes came out ahead by a final
score of 4-2. Additionally, Cobras
managed to annihilate Blitzkrieg
Mongoose 15-0 before picking
up a second win against OFFL
All Stars, 3-1. Cobras and Lucky
Strikes top the standings, both
undefeated.
Basketball
Hannah Montana has been
racking up points as they top the
leader board with an undefeated
record. They defeated St. Vincent’s
pretty convincingly 53-30, but had

a close one with Da Glorious Too
Fresh Crew, only winning by seven
points, 38-31. “Preparation has
definitely been key to our success.
Getting plenty of sleep the night
before games, eating well and
obviously hydration. I think hydration has been the number one
factor behind us winning,” said
freshman shooting guard Michael
“King Salami” Deremo. After two
losses last week, Monstars came
back with a vengeance to beat
St. Vincents 51-25. On the other
hand, St. Vincents struggled, picking up a pair of losses and one
win. Their record currently stands
at an even .500 (2-2).

Volleyball
Sexy Tom’s won back-toback games this week against
Flawless and Ball Busters, advancing their place in the standings.
Nonetheless, Porky’s Groove
Machine managed to pick up
another win, leaving them on
top of the tables after a stellar
performance from Ed Wierzbicki,
who aced home the match. The
Rainbow Rhinos are struggling
hard with a 0-4 record after being
defeated by Dirty Sets this week.
Dirty Sets also went on to beat
Randall Cobb to complete a pair
of wins.
Due to lack of stats in volleyball and badminton for this week,
more results will be available in the
next issue.

1) What do you think about when
you run?
I usually try to tell myself to relax and
breathe. At the end of the race, I tell
myself that I don’t have that much
left [to run] and sometimes I sing in
my head

Photo courtesy of Paul Wilke

1) What has been the hardest part
of your season?
I think the fact that we are real short
in numbers has really been hard. We
also have several players with injuries which makes us all rely on one
another even more out on the court.
We all come into each game with a
positive attitude and play the hardest
we can all the way through.

2) What were you most worried about when you joined the team?
Being a freshman, I was most worried about what was going to be different between high school and
college ball, and would I catch on quick enough. I was nervous about meeting the coach, learning her
style and fitting in with the team. At this level the game is a lot faster and more challenging; I knew I’d
have a lot to learn.

3) What is your favorite part of the game?
My favorite part of the game is making a good play, not necessarily just making baskets. Making assists
is one of my strengths. I love getting everyone involved and working together as a team. A good play
to me can mean making a great pass for an assist, grabbing a steal, setting up a certain play or hitting
a three pointer off a screen. I just like to be the one to help pull things together.
4) What do you hope to accomplish with the rest of your season?
We have six games left; I’m continuing to work on and improve my shot along with my defense. We’re
all going to keep playing tough out there. We’re hungry for another win!

Indoor Track

continued from page 4

being consistent in pre-race, prejump and pre-throw rituals.” He
emphasizes that the team could
really benefit from that focus.
The team will see about half

of its conference competition in
the meets preceding the Midwest
Championship meet on Friday,
Feb. 28 and Saturday, March 1 at
Cornell College. “Teams from the
southern part of the conference
rarely travel this far north,” noted
Fast. “We will have the challenge

of not competing against them
until conference to think about in
the upcoming weeks.”
The Vikings travel to
UW-Stevens Point on Saturday,
Feb. 8 for the Stevens Point Open.
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Uncovering the mysteries of the Lawrence trustees
Claire Hoy
Staff Writer

____________________________

What is a trustee? When we hear that
word, most of us think money and donations, which are indeed essential to the
survival of a university. In truth, a trustee
does much more than that. “The Board of
Trustees is, in essence, the managing body
of the institution. It’s a group of people
who are responsible for thinking about the
direction of the institution and for managing the stewardship of the university,”
said Jake Woodford ‘13, assistant to the
President.
It is beneficial, then, that most trustees
are Lawrence graduates. “They feel a strong
connection to the community, they have an
understanding of what Lawrence is about,
what it’s like. Even trustees who are not
Lawrentians work hard to understand what
this place is, what it’s about, what our mission is,” said Woodford. The trustees value

the liberal arts, their place in higher education and, especially, their place at Lawrence.
“Lawrence, as a liberal arts institution,
is uniquely situated to help students understand the complexities of living in the 21st
century. It challenges them to think across
disciplines and communicate effectively,”
said Lawrence alumna Renee Boldt, a board
member and member of the Student Affairs
Committee. One of their many goals, in all
the meetings and discussions, is to “help
Lawrence become the best version of itself
possible,” said Woodford.
Within the Board of Trustees, there are
several different committees, each focused
on a different aspect of university management. The Finance Committee, Audit,
Development and Investment committees
handle the monetary discussions, while
the Academic Affairs, Student Affairs, and
Recruitment and Retention committees
focus on the student experience.
The Executive Committee and
Committee on Trustees manage internal
board issues. The committees work close-

ly with university administrators, such as
the Office of Admissions working with the
Recruitment and Retention Committee on
enrollment issues. With so many committees, it is surprising that there are only 31
members, including President Burstein.
Woodford explained to me that these
31 members meet three times a year, in the
fall, winter and spring, over three days to
discuss “all of the issues that are impacting Lawrence and higher education and
thinking about the future of the institution,
[as well as] maintaining the things that
are great about Lawrence.” Throughout the
entire three-day meeting, the prosperity
and longevity of Lawrence University are in
the forefront of everybody’s minds.
The board members work hard to help
make the university the best it can be to
serve the students who attend. Boldt finds
the most rewarding part of being a trustee
to be “turning ideas into reality. The goal is
to make Lawrence a place where students
can develop their own potential, so that
while they are at Lawrence, and certainly

after they have graduated, they are able to
turn their own ideas into reality.” The success of Lawrence students is paramount to
everyone involved in the Board.
“My proudest moments as a trustee
are when I hear about the amazing work
students are doing, either through classroom studies, internships or study abroad.
To think that I might have played a small
role in these students’ education makes
me very proud. On top of that, post-graduation, students are translating what they
have been taught, and how they have been
taught, into amazing careers.”
In the end, the board members seek
only to serve the university and its students
in the best way possible.
As Woodford states, “That’s what Board
service is about. There’s philanthropic support, but there’s also this intellectual support in lending their expertise to the function of Lawrence, and that’s so important to
us, it cannot be underestimated.”

exclusively in academic settings, not so that
professors can slack off while keeping their
salary, but to ensure that professors are
entitled to academic freedom—that is, that
professors are allowed to explore research
that may be unpopular or controversial
without fear of being fired.
The conceptual development of tenure
began in the 19th century, when academics
and their jobs were at the whims of an institution’s Board of Trustees. Primarily, issues
arose when a faculty member explored
ideas that opposed the religious affiliation
of the institution or personally offended
members of a Board of Trustees. In 1900,
several prominent universities mandated
that donors would no longer be in con-

trol of faculty hiring and termination. A
few years later, the American Association
of University Professors set forth guiding
principles for universities on ensuring academic freedom.
Tenure, to clarify, does not guarantee that a professor retains his or her job
in any circumstances. Instead, it protects
against unfair or unlawful—violation of
First Amendment rights—termination.
Legally, tenure can be disregarded in certain circumstances, such as when a university is unable to finance a certain number
of professorships and is forced to downsize
a department.
The Lawrence Faculty Handbook,
which covers tenure in Chapter III and is

available in PDF form on the Lawrence website, emphasizes Lawrence’s commitment
to excellence in teaching as paramount in
candidates’ cases for tenure. According to
the handbook, “Tenure is awarded to those
faculty members whose contributions to
the Lawrence community provide clear evidence of past excellence and the potential
for continued excellence throughout their
academic careers.” With that in mind, we
offer congratulations to our new senior
faculty and look forward to the amazing
things that Lawrence faculty contribute to
our community and their fields.

fashioned sleigh rides, which took off from
Alexander gymnasium. Such an event today
would probably be at considerably higher
cost and logistical working, but it would be
pleasant all the same to see it return.
Another classic event from the 1980s,
the Faculty Feud, a Family Feud-like quiz
show hosted in the Viking Room, pitting
faculty departments against one another

in an attempt to correctly guess students’
responses to survey questions. It would be
fantastic to see even more fun events like
these back in the Winter Carnival schedule.
This Winter Term of 2014, cold and
bitter though it may be, does not need to
treated by students at Lawrence as simply a
depressing time to be tolerated until spring
or the price to pay for choosing a liberal

arts school in Wisconsin. Winter Carnival
presents an opportunity for Lawrentians
to get outside, take a break from studying
and share in building a community. We
all should give a special thank you to this
year’s organizers, and a sincere wish to see
even greater expansion of the weekend’s
festivities in years to come.

A look back at the history of tenure, how and why it exists
Liz Vidulich

For The Lawrentian

_______________________________

With tenure season under way at
Lawrence, it’s relevant to take some time
to explore the conception and history of
tenure in higher education.
At first consideration, tenure may
seem to be fairly nonsensical. While essentially every other professional is required
to consistently demonstrate excellence in
order to keep his or her job, academics are
given job security after a single evaluation.
It is not as simple as it may appear at first
glance, for tenure is a system used almost

Winter Carnival memories: Traditions of the past and now
Dan Thoresen

For The Lawrentian

______________________________________________

The 2014 Winter Carnival weekend
is upon us, a tradition that imbues all of
Lawrence campus with good cheer and
warm thoughts. It began in the 1930s, but
the current iteration of Winter Carnival
appears to be closely modeled after the celebration held during the late 1970s, when
the event was organized by the Lawrence
Co-Op. However, many of the events of
those Winter Carnivals have been changed
considerably in the following years.
The broomball contest remains a highlight of the weekend, but today the game’s
rougher aspects have been refined considerably. Students today may pine for the
victor’s prize of a quarter-barrel of beer,
but it is doubtful they would look to reintroduce the game’s violence. According to
Joe Marini’s interview in 1977, the ideal
strategy for playing the game involved trying “to jack everybody you can and hope
the ball goes in.” In particularly rough-andtumble games between the Phi Delta Thetas
and Phi Gamma Deltas, two fraternities now
absent from campus, scrapes, bruises and
even a broken finger were the normal casualties of this Winter Carnival staple.
The cross country ski team is also
bringing back the ski race this year, but I
would hope they may soon replicate the
initial course layout: Beginning at the base
of Union Hill, participants crossed Lawe,
climbed the river path behind Trever Hall
and then sprinted back across campus
before skiing back down the hill to complete the course. Again, the prize was alcohol. What fun.
Other events held in high regard during the Winter Carnivals of 40 years ago
have yet to return. The Tug-o-War contest,
a classic test of strength between dormitories, remains absent from this year’s festival. The same is lamentably true of the old-
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Secret life of our staff: Mary Meany
Adriane Melchert
For The Lawrentian

_________________________________________

While many of us know Mary
Meany as the fearless leader from Career
Services, few are aware of her rich character beyond preventing Lawrentian
unemployment. This dean has a lot on
her mind and some wise words for students in and out of the workplace.
Originally hailing from Stamford,
Con., Ms. Meany wanted to extend her
horizons away from the actual horizon
line and more towards the middle of
the country. As a legacy student, she
was naturally drawn to Lawrence and
she graduated in 1983 with a degree in
Government. Though she didn’t return
again to her Appleton home until many
years later, she says she feels the same
vibes as when she was a student. “I see
the closeness between friends on the
campus, with a lot of the same dynamics
of true connection,” she glowed. Though
there are many more resources available to us—like a strong Career Services
office—Meany is proud to say the atmosphere has remained very intimate and
conducive to close student bonds.
She also appreciates the greater
Fox Valley, calling it a “gem” for its natu-

ral and cultural resources. As an avid
biker, she anticipates warm weather so
she can make more trips like the ones
she cycled on the coast of Maine and
around Lake Tahoe. Back at Lawrence,
Career Services created the program
called “Think Globally, Explore Locally,”
which assists students in finding highlevel jobs within a two-hour radius. As a
student body with “diverse and eclectic
interests,” she encourages us to be open
to diverse and eclectic career paths,
nearby as well as elsewhere.
Her own trajectory supports
this statement, as she was previously
employed at Saks Fifth Avenue, General
Reinsurance and JP Morgan. Her choice
to leave the corporate world came two
and a half years ago, when she got the
opportunity to share her HR knowledge
with current students from her own
university seeking jobs and internships.
“While it wasn’t my first job, it actually
was one of my dream jobs, so that kind
of thing can happen!” she said encouragingly, reassuring that she has largely
enjoyed her own career path.
While much of the big events from
Career Services passed last week with
the Scholars events, Meany reminds us

that the office is a consistent useful resource. Apart
from help with résumé
and cover letters, there are
workshops for sophomores
(S^2) and seniors (S^4)
trying to prepare themselves for their respective
next steps in life. For more
information on upcoming
lectures and opportunities,
see the Lawrence website.
Mary Meany “already
has a full time job” taking care of Henrietta, her
cat, but she has plenty of
time to answer questions
cheerfully and help students. She comes from
a place of wisdom about
the job world and has a
perspective specific to
the Lawrence community.
With a resource so useful
and friendly on campus,
imagine what help she can
be if you show up to your
next meeting in Career
Services with chocolate, her
favorite treat.

Photo by Will Melnick

CODA pushes for gender-neutral bathrooms with petition
Andre Augustine
Staff Writer

______________________________________________

This February, many Lawrentians are
working together in order to get at least
one centralized and accessible gender-neutral bathroom in each academic and residence building. Gender neutral bathrooms
are facilities that are not explicitly labeled
for either men nor women.
“Gender-neutral bathrooms are the
same as family bathrooms,”
said junior Eli Massey.
“Gender-neutral bathrooms
are desegregated bathrooms.
There are no rules about who
may enter or how they must
pee. Everyone is welcome.”
For the most part, most
of the bathrooms on the
Lawrence campus are segregated into men and women
but that provides a problem
for people who do not identify
with those categories.
“Some students might feel
some discomfort if they [do not
identify] as their assigned gender,” said junior and President
of Gay, Lesbian or Whatever
(GLOW) Alexis Cuozzo. “A lot
of times when you are gender non-conforming or transidentified, there’s the risk of
harassment and violence as
a result of their bathroom
choice.”
There are many stories
of trans-identified and gender
nonconforming students at
Lawrence being shouted at or
having to use the bathrooms
either very late at night or during times when people are in
class in order to use the facilities.
“Bottom line, if anybody is feeling
uncomfortable using a bathroom every single day, then there is something that should
[be done] about it,” said senior and Chair
of Committee on Diversity Affairs (CODA)
Shea Love. “Let me put it to you this way:
If you walk into a men’s bathroom and you
are not conforming to the visual identity
that people put on men, then people will
give you a second look or harass you. No
student should ever go through something
like that.”

For years, GLOW has made efforts to
get people aware of the need to have more
gender-neutral bathrooms on campus,
including public awareness campaigns, and
Counseling Services made strides by adding
gender-neutral bathrooms on their floor in
the Wellness Center. However, Lawrentians
have yet to make an impact on administration and campus life.
“As far as I know, and I could be wrong,
students have been in talk with the administration for years,” said Massey. “For what-

is necessary for our campus if we want a
respectful safe campus,” said Love. “It’s now
getting this movement where we can put
things into action.”
The coalition’s main goal in this movement is to have a centralized and accessible
gender-neutral bathroom in every academic building, including Warch, and at least
one in every residence hall.
“I do not think cost will be an issue.
As far as we can tell, the implementation
will actually be rather inexpensive,” said

ever reason, the actual conversion to gender-neutral bathrooms keeps being pushed
back.”
This year, students on campus have
created a movement in order to push this
initiative not as an issue only for the LGBT
community but as the Lawrence community as a whole, including both students
and administration. GLOW, CODA and other
organizations and students created a coalition in order to make people aware of the
issue and its importance.
“People have reached a point where it

Massey. “There doesn’t seem to be any
need to renovate or build new bathrooms.
Rather, we will just put up gender neutral
signs on a number of bathrooms around
campus.”
Throughout the week, there will be a
lot of tabling and informationals on genderneutral bathrooms and why it is necessary
to have them on campus, which GLOW has
done in the past. However, students are
taking things a step further by also encouraging students and faculty to sign a petition
that addresses the goals that they would

like to achieve.
“We wanted to amass more than
500 signatures and after the first day we
received 450, so that means students are
really interested,” said Love. These students
plan to present the petition to President
Mark Burstein during his office hours.
The group also plans on holding an
event in the cafe in which they plan to show
a documentary called “Toilet Training.”
“Toilet Training will give students the
opportunity to hear some real-life stories
of harassment that’s occurred
as a result of having gendered
bathrooms,” said Cuozzo.
The students heading this
movement also want to ensure
that everyone on campus is
comfortable by ensuring that,
during the next school year,
residence halls make the decision to have certain floor bathrooms gender-neutral through
a democratic process.
“We do not want to hurt
one group in the process of
helping another,” said Massey.
“As we proceed, this is something that we should and will
keep in mind and intend to
be sensitive to the needs of
all students, for example religious students, those that have
been through sexual and/or
gender-based violence, those
with physical disabilities, etc.”
The students in this
coalition are working hard
to ensure that every student,
especially those who are
trans-identified and gender
non-conforming, live in a campus that promotes safe space
and, as a result, are working
hard to create a solution for this problem.
If you would like to support this cause,
you may sign this petition at their table
outside the cafeteria all this week, by commenting with your name and year of graduation on the facebook event page, or at the
following website:
http://petitions.moveon.org/sign/
gender-neutral-bathrooms?source=c.
em.cp&r_by=9953835
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Optimistic Feral Children go to summer camp in recent show
Katie Taber

For The Lawrentian

__________________________

On Friday, Jan. 21, Lawrence
University’s improv group, known
as Optimistic Feral Children, put
on their first performance of the
term in Cloak Theater. As usual,
the theater was filled with laughter as the group played a variety
of games themed around summer
camp.
Optimistic Feral Children,
formerly known as Hi, I’mProv,
was formed in September 2011.
Over the past few years, the group
has continued to progress and
they recently received their own
group housing in Comedy House.
The night opened up with a
game called “Sex with Me,” where
the members related camp activities, such as making friendship
bracelets, with sex. Beginning
with a group activity paid off as
the entire room immediately felt
the chemistry the group shares.
Throughout the rest of the
night, the members participated
in a variety of large and small
group games, including “Massive
Meanwhile,” “Rotations,” “Too
Many Feels,” “Survivor” and many
more. Each of these games included a different set of members
from the group.
My personal favorite was the

game “Rotations.” In this particular game, four members stand in
a square formation, creating four
sets of pairs next to each other.
Each of these pairs forms their
own scene off of one- or twoword audience suggestions. The
impromptu scenes were not only
creative, but also hilarious.
One of the best aspects of
improv shows is the interaction
between the performers and
the audience. Optimistic Feral
Children excels at this. The audience participates in the scenes by
offering suggestions for locations
and topics.
The group also is not afraid
to laugh at themselves and at each
other throughout the show, which
makes the audience feel more
included in the action. Particularly
in the “Survivor” game, the actors
are forced to mimic each other’s
lines and acting as they repeat the
scene three times over.
As all of Optimistic Feral
Children’s shows end, the night
concluded with an all-group
round of “Harold.” Clearly a favorite game among the group, the
members incorporate personal
experiences about a given topic
into their scenes.
On this given night, “Harold”
had a loose focus on the audience
idea of “boats.” This theme led to
a series of acts including vomit,
childhood trauma and long lost

Seniors Brian Zindler and Nicholas Paulson cavort on stage while acting out a scene together.
Photo by Nathan Lawrence

love. The game incorporates the
whole group as they feed off of
each other’s ideas in the moment.
Overall, the improv shows
are a night full of fun and laughter by both the audience and the
participants alike. Anyone with
a healthy sense of humor would
enjoy listening to this innovative
group of 12 create a humorous
show on the spot.

If you are interested in experiencing the improv firsthand,
the group holds open improv
every Friday at 5 p.m. in the Sage
basement. Anyone is welcome
to attend these open practices,
whether to participate or to simply observe.
The group consists of seniors
Shannon Kreuser, Sadie Lancrete,
Abi Leveille, Erik Morrison,

Nicholas
Paulson,
Joram
Zbichorski and Brian Zindler,
junior Portia Turner, sophomores
Jonathan Hanrahan and Micayla
Hutton and freshmen Regina
Cornish and Ridley Tankersley.
Like the Facebook page at
www.facebook.com/lawrenceimprov to learn more about the
group and to get more involved.

ist, composer and educator who
focuses on new, contemporary
music but is also well versed in
genres such as contemporary solo
percussion, jazz, chamber music,
improvisation and electro-acoustic music.
Although Bryant and Nichols
were the primary performers, the
concert also featured Lawrence’s
own Visiting Professor of Dance
Rebecca Salzer and Lecturer of
Music Matt Turner, in a quartet
piece with the duo. With this
piece in particular, the dancers
and musicians posed questions
to the audience to think about
during the performances regarding the role of improvised versus
rehearsed art.
The opening two pieces
performed featured Bryant and
Nichols separately and they
encouraged the audience to pay

attention to the movement in the
musical work and the sound within the dance composition. The
first was entitled “Station of Small
Sounds,” written and performed
by Nichols, where he played various instruments and timbres
such as small bells, both covered
and uncovered by the hands,
and a snare drum with hands,
brushes and knives as instruments. Bryant’s piece was entitled
“Listen” and featured her in all
black clothing as she moved in
ways that brought out the sounds
of her feet swishing or squeaking
on the floor and the sound of her
crawling on the floor.
The next piece was entitled
“Pulse Piece” and featured Nichols
and Bryant together. For this piece
Nichols composed an electronic
pulse that he played while per-

Comic artist Brosh Professors join in Dance Series piece
releases new collection
Anna Buchholz
Staff Writer

Lauren Nokes
Staff Writer

______________________

If you don’t already know
about Allie Brosh, you should.
Her famous blog and webcomic
“Hyperbole and a Half” is one
of the funniest and most honest depictions of the vagaries of
everyday life to grace the internet.
After a long period of
silence on her website, last year
Brosh published a collection
of her greatest works to date
titled “Hyperbole and a Half:
Unfortunate Situations, Flawed
Coping Mechanisms, Mayhem and
Other Things That Happened.”
The collection includes such
internet classics as “The Simple
Dog,” “The Helper Dog is an
A**hole,” “This is Why I’ll Never
Be an Adult” and her poignant,
highly realistic portrayals of a
major depressive episode. Brosh’s
signature style combines childlike, crude MSPaint drawings
with a—wait for it—hyperbolic
storytelling style that heightens
the absurdity of everyday life. Her
subject matter includes, but is not
limited to: childhood antics, dogs,
other animals, food and the challenges of life as a young adult.
I’ve been a longtime fan of
Brosh’s work and have delighted
in the chance to reread all of her
greatest hits. I’m sure my neighbors came to the conclusion that
I’m a complete and utter lunatic
as I laughed hysterically for about
ten minutes while rereading “The
Helper Dog is an A**Hole.”
As if to prepare the reader
by first providing an opportunity
for side-splitting laughter, in her
book, Brosh follows this comic
with “Depression Part One” and
“Depression Part Two.” I consid-

er these comics, especially “Part
Two,” perhaps the most vindicating and truthful representations
of major depression that I’ve ever
encountered.
Brosh’s year-long absence
from her website was due to
her own experiences with major
depression and suicidal ideation.
In these comics, she compassionately reveals the inner workings
of a depressed person’s mind
while maintaining a certain selfconscious distance that allows her
to poke gentle fun at the absurdity
of depression and life in general.
Her portrayals of depression have
been widely praised by psychologists and critics for their accuracy.
Although I’m generally very
pleased with the comics selected
for this book, I was disappointed to see some of my old favorite comics excluded, including
Brosh’s “improved medical pain
chart” and “The Alot is Better
Than You at Everything.” However,
I suppose one does always have
the internet, after all.
If you’ve never heard of
“Hyperbole and a Half” before,
I suggest you get yourself to an
internet search engine so that you
can fill your life with the MSPaint
magic of Allie Brosh. If you’re
already a fan, this book is guaranteed to bring you great joy.
As Brosh has begun updating her website again, I can only
hope that a sequel and possibly
many more volumes may follow
the book form of “Hyperbole and a
Half.” The world needs more of the
madcap genius in these comics
that magnifies the ludicrousness
of every day as well as our deepest
fears with devastating humor. All
hail Allie Brosh.

________________________

The fourth installment of
the 2013-2014 Dance Series was
held last Wednesday, Jan. 29,
and featured the visiting performance duo Rebecca Bryant and
Don Nichols. This group combines
new music and contemporary
dance, both to complement each
other and showcase how dance
and music can work on their own
and together.
The performance primarily
featured visiting dancer Rebecca
Bryant and composer Don Nichols.
Bryant is a performer, improviser
and choreographer who focuses
on creating performances that
combine set and improvised
movement with sound, text and
video. Nichols is a percussion-

See page 12

Music video director Woodkid
releases debut, “The Golden Age”
Ethan Perushek
Staff Writer

______________________

Woodkid is an artist whose
music really defies all convention.
Born Yoann Lemoine of French
and Polish descent, he is most
notably a music video director
who has directed for Katy Perry,
Taylor Swift and Lana Del Rey,
and won multiple awards for his
videos, including a Grammy for
his video of his own song “Run
Boy Run.” In 2013 he released
his first record, “The Golden Age,”
which is loosely classified as neofolk—yes, no one else knows what
that means.
The only way to describe it
is how Woodkid himself explains
it: “I want you to feel epic” was

his driving motto for the album,
which certainly makes you feel
that way. Each song sounds as
if it should be in a trailer, which
some already have been, or an
accompaniment in a movie. Each
song is filled with graceful sweeps
and melodic lyrics filled with poignant imagery. The album is also
autobiographical, which brings an
interesting extra layer to all of the
songs.
The album opens with the
eponymous “Golden Age,” which
sets up huge, sweeping sounds
that build throughout the song,
accompanied by massive racing
drums and trumpets. It also introduces us to Woodkid’s incredibly
unique voice. It is by no means
perfect, but his voice is filled with
loving pangs that draw you in and
allow you to get lost in the music.

The first song also brings us an
important tidbit about Woodkid:
That he is in love with a man. This
shows up through most of the
songs but is never dwelled upon.
He brings so much power into
these lyrics, never bemoaning the
fact that he is gay, and the result is

See page 9
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SPOTLIGHT
Henry Dykstal

For The Lawrentian

_______________________

Senior Trevor Litsey never
thought he would become a tuba
player. “My middle school band
director told me one day that I
was playing the tuba and that
was it,” Litsey recalled, almost
as if he couldn’t believe it himself, yet the smile on his face
revealed the excitement lying
just underneath the cool.
On the cusp of his senior
recital on Saturday, Feb. 22 at 8
p.m. in Harper Hall, Litsey has,
over his four years at Lawrence,
won the International Tuba and
Euphonium Association’s Mock
Orchestra Audition Competition,
played with the North Austrian
Wind Ensemble, been chosen
to participate in the National
Symphony Orchestra’s Summer
Music Institute at the John F.
Kennedy Center and taken first
place at the Neale-Silva Young
Artists’ Competition, among
other honors.
Not bad for someone who
started off playing almost randomly.
Litsey’s approach to tuba
playing and music, though
extremely dedicated, is atypi-

cal compared to his peers, “It’s
always been a little bit of a
chore, definitely [...] there’s not
many pieces in the tuba literature that I’m in love with,” he
admitted with a laugh, though
the works he’s chosen for his
recital are clear favorites.
“I’m really excited about it,”
he said about what he would
be playing in a few short weeks.
“I’m playing some Hindemeth,
some Erik Satie, some Alec
Wilder, some Chris McKee. Some
really fantastic pieces.” The pieces he’s chosen for the recital
are “things I like to play” which
specifically “come together in
a very nice way […] and resonate in a very particular way.”
The tuba, often stereotyped as
a loud bleating sound for comic
effect or the occasional burst
of noise, is rendered in Litsey’s
hands with the power of a thunderstorm or as tranquil as a
lakeside.
As for what he plays, Litsey
admitted a fondness for the latter type of sound. “I like stuff
that is slow and sad. Simple.
Powerful,” he said, describing
a desire to play music that he
would want to make himself.
Litsey is a native of
Birmingham, Ala., and after

TREVOR
LITSEY

Photo by Nathan Lawrence

picking up the tuba, came to
Lawrence to increase his skill
in music. He plays in several
ensembles with other students,
playing works written by the
group, be it songs or compositions, along with some improvisations, and there will be a
performance on Friday, Feb. 28
in Esch.
“I like performing a lot”

Lindsey said, “I have an approach
as a listener. I don’t necessarily
think about [a piece I want to
play] in how long it took to practice. I like to play things that I
would like to listen to.”
Despite his acclaim, Litsey
is looking to expand his horizons beyond just playing music.
“I’m looking at art administration jobs out east, as I want

“Blackfish” both saddens and educates Woodkid
Anastasia Skliarova
For The Lawrentian

__________________________

If the doldrums of wintry
weather aren’t getting you down
and you want a little melancholy
movie time to keep you from your
obligations, look no further than
Gabriela Cowperthwaite’s documentary “Blackfish.”
This film explores the practices of SeaWorld, a beloved theme
park and supposed educational
resource in Orlando, Fla. This park
claims to play a crucial role in animal conservation and research to
further our knowledge of whales
and other such marine mammals.
The emblematic animal of
SeaWorld is the Orcinus orca,
known more commonly—and
chillingly—as the killer whale.
These multi-ton creatures appear
docile, appeal to our love of the
exotic aquatic and serve as a beautiful mascot for the reportedly
$2.5 billion company.
The documentary methodically questions SeaWorld. How
safe is it to confine these enormous creatures? And even if the
practice is safe, is it humane?
Interviews with former trainers, witnesses of attacks and family members of victims would suggest that captivity of these animals
is dangerous and that the enterprise is inhumane. The opinions
shared by those who have firsthand experience with SeaWorld’s
questionable practices were candid and, at times, shocking.
Certain horrific incidents

in recent years, including the
untimely death of SeaWorld trainer Dawn Brancheau, revealed the
sinister side of this cherished
American attraction and brought
SeaWorld’s shady dealings to the
forefront.
On Wednesday, Feb. 24, 2010,
Brancheau was attacked during
a routine water show by a whale
named Tilikum who, it was later
revealed, is a repeat offender.
History of his attacks on trainers
goes back as far as 1991, including fatal ones. Despite the striking
examples of this animal’s dangerous behavior, the documentary
explores and explains this alarming whale behavior from a fairly
humanistic standpoint.
Certain speakers in the documentary liken the whales’ enclosures to bathtubs and ask viewers whether or not they believe
they would go crazy after years
of captivity in such tiny quarters.
Biologists examine MRIs of killer
whale brains and discover evidence that suggests that these animals have an emotional system as
complex as that of humans.
If these views of killer whale
psychology have any validity, then
the entire process through which
SeaWorld’s whales suffer could
readily be compared to kidnapping, imprisonment and torture.
Scientists and former trainers alike both attest to a sort of
depression and psychosis among
the whales as a result of restrictive enclosures, intensive training
schedules and years of captivity
spent with other hopeless whales.
The film also features

to move to D.C.,” he admitted,
though he has stated that he
wants to keep practicing and
playing. As for what that may
entail, Litsey admits that even
he doesn’t know. We can only
hope that someone with his
level of skill and dedication continues to impress and rivet us
with his playing for a long time
to come.

continued from page 8

excerpts from courtroom dealings wherein legal teams question SeaWorld representatives.
The transcripts from these affairs
demonstrate the shrewd wordplay employed in order to shirk
responsibility for the wellbeing
of not only the whales, but also
the trainers who risk their lives in
order to work for this corporation.
All in all, this documentary
is deeply saddening, but encourages its audience to seek truth,
acknowledge the damage done to
these animals and find means to
remedy the loss.
“Blackfish” premiered at
the Sundance Film Festival on
Saturday, Jan. 19, 2013. The film
has been heralded as a passionate, unapologetic tell-all that will
change the way we look at animal
performance and the actions of
those in charge of preserving the
reputation of such financial pow-

See page 11

beautiful.
The following track is probably his most famous: “Run Boy
Run” has been featured in several videos, including the cinematic trailer for the upcoming
video game, “Dying Light.” The
song is incredibly fast paced, like
all songs of Woodkid’s epic. The
song’s music video is also a visual
treat, with animals akin to those
in “Where the Wild Things Are”
busting out from the ground to
help a boy run from his captors.
Next we have “The Great Escape”
which keeps the fast-paced drums
of “Run Boy Run” and adds the
sweeping trumpets of “The
Golden Age.”
Following “The Great Escape”
is “Boat Song,” which slows down
the pace considerably but keeps
the cinematic field flowing. His
poetic lyrics really shine through
here, with lines like “Can we keep
our bearing straight / Or will we
be blown off course? / Are we
instruments of fate? / Do we really have a choice?” Then comes
“I Love You,” the best song on
the record. Its groovy epic organ
sweeps through the background
as Woodkid croons to the man
that he loves: “As we were dancing
in the blue / I was synchronized
with you / But now the sound
of love is out of tune.” This song
is one of my absolute favorites
from 2013 and is just a great epic
song that is so unique and always
worth the listen, not to mention
its status as probably the best
music video of last year.

Woodkid slows it down again
for “The Shore” and keeps that
feeling moving into the beginning of “Ghost Lights,” building
it into an extremely epic and
huge sound. After “Ghost Lights”
is “Shadows,” an orchestral-only
song that is extremely moving
and beautiful. Then comes “Stabat
Mat” which exemplifies all of the
epic bits of the album, with huge
drums, chanting voices and powerful organ.
“Conquest of Spaces” continues this feeling but in a faster pace
than the deliberate movement of
“Stabat Mater.” Following that is
“Falling,” another quiet orchestral piece. “Where I Live” slows
it down again for the most downto-earth and purely emotional
song, where in an awesome move
Woodkid uses husband instead of
wife, normalizing the situation in
an incredibly simple way.
The final two songs round
out the album in a fittingly epic
way. “Iron” is a powerful song
that was one of Woodkid’s first,
appearing in the cinematic trailer
for “Assassin’s Creed: Revelations”
back in 2010. The final song,
“Otherside,” slows it down a tad
bit but keeps those epic deep
notes pounding and orchestral
sweeps taking you off into another world.
“The Golden Age” is an album
that is completely unique. It is
beautiful, strange and, of course,
epic. Woodkid’s way of defying
convention is going to bring him
much success, and if this album is
just the start of that, I can’t wait to
see what comes next.
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STAFF EDITORIAL
Considering the tuition increase
On the final day of January, Lawrentians checking their inboxes were treated to an email from
President Mark Burstein announcing that “The full-time tuition for the 2014–15 academic year has
been set at $42,357 [...] this brings the total comprehensive fee to $51,465,” meaning a “3.5 percent
increase in tuition and a 3.51 percent increase in the total comprehensive fee for next year.”
When four years at Lawrence University now cost more than $200,000, it’s hard to imagine
a more inflammatory subject to students than tuition hikes, and for good reason. However, before
students grab their pitchforks and head towards Sampson House, they should consider the greater
implications and challenges of running a private educational institution like Lawrence.
Higher education is a financially demanding endeavor: Costs abound not only in obvious
places—like professor’s salaries, insurance, healthcare and research costs—but also in far less
obvious ways, from heating during the cold Wisconsin winters to expensive academic journals and
other library resources. None of these resources can be eliminated or even slimmed down; they are
all necessary to the core function of our university.
Even leading higher education experts don’t seem to be able to agree on the primary reasons
for tuition hikes far exceeding inflation rates. In October of 2013, The Wall Street Journal interviewed three such experts, and the only conclusion they seemed to share was that this was, indeed,
a problem.
Compounding this problem is the decrease in available financial aid for higher education,
which has severely decreased in the wake of the 2008 international economic recession. As tuition
increases and financial aid decreases, we face an even greater price increase, leading to a structure
that favors the rich over the majority and making education the luxury it never should be.
None of these problems are simple or easy to solve. However, we must endeavor to work and
solve them not only as Lawrentians, but as members of a greater community. Everyone deserves
access to the kind of education Lawrence provides, but this can only happen if we strive to find
solutions to fund private institutions like Lawrence on an increasingly global landscape.

The good, the bad and the fictional
Lily Risdall
Staff Writer

________________________

PHOTO
POLL

There’s not much good in
the world. Allegedly, the good and
the bad should even out, but I
have never understood how that
works. The occasional rainbow
does not outweigh the growing
ferocity of tropical storms. All the
love in the world cannot combat
even the tiny sliver of hate found
at Lawrence. Good and evil are in
a false dichotomy, as are love and
hate. Hate and evil can destroy
beyond a point where love or
goodness can reach.
I’ve come to realize that stories are the natural opposite of
hate and evil, whereas love and
goodness are just tools for storytelling, since they have a level of
morality and justice that could
never exist in this universe. Our
universe is irredeemable. So much
hate exists, whether in the form of
child soldiers, endless civil wars
or kids bullied until they commit
suicide, to the point where no
amount of love can set it right.
The things we love in this universe can always be taken away or
destroyed, but a story only stops
when one forgets it. No one can
take a story away because a story
is its own universe. Religions func-

tion very literally in this fashion.
They offer otherworldly rewards
and fantastic stories for people
to believe in, providing a reason
for believers to act subjectively
moral. The story of an afterlife
suggests that our universe actually has a moral center.
Non-religious stories also
perpetuate this delusion. No matter how many times one watches
“Star Wars,” the heroes will always
triumph over the villains, even if
the real world seems to be falling apart. What’s more, stories
offer an alternate universe for us
to believe in. Accepting our universe alone is impossible without
going mad, so we need another to
escape to when the “real” world is
too distressing. Even if “Breaking
Bad” is not a particularly cheerful
show, the story of a doomed meth
dealer certainly beats the humdrum pounding of everyday life.
Humanity has always needed
the alternate universes stories
provide, and nothing illustrates
that more clearly than the hero’s
journey. This archetype sees a
hero rise from humble-yet-promising beginnings, travel to distant
lands and, after overcoming many
obstacles and great evil, gaining
the power necessary to save their
people. Every culture, no matter
when or where they existed, has a
story following the hero’s journey.

However, the hero’s journey
is not just a fiction. The reader,
or whoever is ingesting the story,
does rise from their easy chair
to travel to the land of fiction.
There, they encounter wondrous
scenes and emotional turbulence
and come away with new experiences and understanding. Just as
the hero gains the ability to save
their people, story lovers save the
world with their willing delusion.
We need stories to combat the
evil in the universe. Despair and
monotony are inevitable, and the
happy delusion storytelling brings
is the only alternative. Nothing
“real” could defeat all the evil
humanity has brought upon itself,
but stories provide the language
needed to understand and escape
from evil.
Moreover, stories can save
the individual. As long as you
want to keep turning the pages,
you also have a reason to keep living. To love stories is to be alive.
Accepting the illusion of story
worlds as more real than the real
world is a necessary delusion, not
an unhealthy one, because living
in the “real” world alone is impossible. We need to live vicariously
through stories to learn about the
humanity this world so desperately needs. Read a book. Watch
a movie. Just don’t spend your
whole life in this one little world.

Photo poll by
Will Melnick

“Who is
the most
attractive
professor at
Lawrence?”

Choose your health over class
Will Doreza
Columnist

_________________________

Dear Will,
I’m too sick to get out of bed!
I’m really worried that it’s going
to affect my academic work, so
I’m considering just getting up the
strength and going to class. Any
advice?
Strep in Sage
Dear Strep,
Let me tell you something
that not every student or faculty members realizes here at
Lawrence: You are responsible for
your own physical well-being, and
therefore are the only one who
should be deciding if you are well
enough to attend class.
Your physical health is top
priority, especially when you’re
sick. It might not seem like it, but
in the grand scheme of things,
your academic success is way,
way down on the list of priorities.
If you’re not taking care of your
body and your mind, how do you
expect to be successful in your
schoolwork?
If you feel that you are too
sick to get out of bed and go to
class without severe pain or discomfort, then you should absolutely be staying home. Not only is
rest an important factor in recovery, it also keeps others from getting sick when you stay in your
room.
If you’re in your second day
of illness and you don’t notice
an improvement in your symptoms, it’s important that you seek

Lady Vikes

continued from page 8
61-41 advantage. Lawrence was
able to score a few more points
in retaliation but the Scots closed
the game easily, claiming a 68-46
win.
Moving ahead, the Vikings
look forward to the final stretch
of their season. “I think one of
our biggest goals for the rest of
the season is to stay healthy,” says
Rinehart. “We have had a lot of
injuries and with a small bench
there is not much time for recovery. We just need to get better
every day and have the confidence

medical help. I personally advise
against using Lawrence’s health
services, based on the sheer number of poor experiences and misdiagnoses I’ve experienced there.
There are several urgent care clinics in the Appleton area that I
recommend visiting instead.
Again, as much as professors and their syllabuses love to
emphasize the importance of consistent attendance, understand
that your academic goals always
need to take a backseat to your
physical health and that, as an
adult, you need to be honest with
yourself about your abilities and
needs. Stressing out about it too
much further increases your vulnerability to illness as well, so
leave that to when you’re better
and needing to catch up.
The key to avoiding this
dilemma is prevention. I’ve found
that getting daily Vitamin C and
sufficient hydration has kept me
pretty healthy over the past year.
Exercise and a healthy diet also
keeps your entire well-being finetuned and ready to ward off infection. Finally, the effects of stress
can put a strain on your body in
different ways, so find ways to
manage your schedule and workload efficiently when you’re well.
This is the part of my advice
that I give not only to you, but
to the Lawrence community at
large: Acknowledge weakness.
Acknowledge imperfection. We
pride ourselves on a rigorous education, but if we are not realizing
the importance of physical and
mental well-being of students,
there will continue to be an unfair
problem with academic failures
due to illness.
that we can compete with anyone.”
With a small roster size, the
Vikings are certainly at a disadvantage. The team needs to stress
conditioning and maintaining
focus if they wish to stay competitive at the end of these long
games. Staying healthy will be
key, as every member is extremely
valuable to the team. The Vikings
played host to the St. Norbert
Green Knights on Wednesday, Feb.
5, and will travel to Illinois College
(10-7, 8-4 MWC) on Saturday, Feb.
8.

“Jason Brozek”
-Anna Buchholz

“Donna DiBella”
-Alex Hammond

“John Benson”
-Josie Harris and Jacob
Fernandez
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In the conquest of snow: End laws targeting specific breeds
Bad bureaucracy
Danny Davis
Staff Writer

________________________

In the spring of 2011, I was
fortunate enough to vacation to
the city of New Orleans and tour
the rural swampland to the north
of the city. There’s something
unsettling about seeing capsized
fishing boats lying in a river somewhere in the bayou, resting half in
mud and half in murky water next
to a dock. The dock leads up to a
small trailer home with boarded
windows and chipping paint.
It was six years after
Hurricane Katrina and some parts
of Louisiana hadn’t recovered fully
yet, a testament to the unavoidable truth that for everybody else,
Katrina is a forgotten disaster.
All the while, weather trends are
seemingly more severe than ever
before. It seems that each month,
some region of the United States
achieves some weather related
accolade.
The most recent instance that
comes to mind is the two inches of
snow that fell over the homes and
freeways of the greater Atlanta
area which virtually shut down
the city. Children stayed in schools
overnight. Daily commutes took
upwards of ten hours. And yet,
in both the cases of Katrina and
Atlanta’s snowstorm, the real
problems seemed to have been
caused by bad bureaucracy rather than humanity’s time-tested
endurance of wild weather.
An article published in
Politico Magazine by Rebecca
Burns highlighted the bureaucratic problems that prevented
a response. Even a question as
simple as “What is Atlanta?” got in
the way of an effective response to
the weather. Like Katrina, much of
the potential havoc arose because
of a bad bureaucracy.
Arguably, both the snowstorms in Atlanta and Hurricane
Katrina were so crippling to the
respective cities of Atlanta and
New Orleans because of the poor
response.

Geoengineering
continued from page 2

fications aren’t fully known yet,
he said.
Junior Conor Sexton, an
environmental studies major,
discussed the political situation around geoengineering. “In
the current political arena, it’s a
very viable option that’s going
to become lucrative as time goes
on. There are lot of unknowns,

So why then did so many
Midwesterners mock the people
of Atlanta after being shocked
by images of storm-ravaged New
Orleans a decade ago? Perhaps
it’s our conquest of the snow. Year
after year, the Midwest perfects
its handling of snow, whereas a
mere two inches is an anomaly in
Georgia. Our lives don’t stop when
two inches of snow hits Appleton.
The annual economic damage
that snow causes to the city is likely, in the long run, far less expensive than the cost of maintaining
a fleet of plows and salt trucks. In
short, Atlanta is completely helpless. Unlike New Orleans, which
had already experienced hurricanes before, Northwest Georgia,
where Atlanta is located, isn’t in
the path of snowstorms or hurricanes. Atlanta is a perfect example
of an impossible situation where
it simply isn’t worth it to be prepared for wild weather. Is it worth
it to mock the city of Atlanta for
their floundering response to
snow? Maybe, but the Atlanta
snowstorm shows just how easily
blindsided humans are by unexpected weather conditions.
Go ahead and laugh, but
perhaps consider for a moment
the broader implications of
what both the responses to
Hurricane Katrina and the Atlanta
Snowstorms show us. America
isn’t very good at responding to
anomalous weather situations.
Given how large and developed
we are as a nation, it would be silly
how easily manhandled we are by
anomalous weather if it hadn’t
been so historically destructive.
Perhaps it’s part of a larger complex that industry alone can overpower the destructive power of
nature itself, power that will only
grow stronger with the inevitable
onset of climate change.
Yes, maybe the bigger we
are, the harder it is for us to get
knocked over. In cases of extreme
weather, though, we all too often
forget that when we do get
knocked over, we fall even harder.
but that’s the path we’re headed
down if we’re unwilling to take
long term steps to prevent climate
change,” he said.
Though, politically, climate
change has not gained much traction, Olson pointed out that even
some conservative think-tanks are
beginning to favor environmental
policies that would not harm businesses. One such policy is carbon
taxing, in which taxes from other
areas in the economy are shifted
onto a company’s carbon emis-

Jess Morgan
Staff Writer

________________________

Dogs were domesticated and
bred by people, for people. They
serve humans as companions,
bomb sniffers and hunting dogs.
However, through the actions of
people, several dogs have been
unfairly treated and euthanized.
It is unfortunate that neglect and
mistreatment of dogs, either by
careless owners or dog fighters,
has resulted in negative reputations of certain breeds.
In nearly every case, problems have resulted due to the
owner and not the dog. Several
cities within the United States
have passed breed-specific laws
banning entire dog breeds. In
addition to dog bans, the insurance of home owners increases
when owning certain breeds,
such as the German Shepherd,
Rottweiler, Pit Bull, Great
Danes and Chow. The way in
which these laws misrepresent
specific breeds as being inherently aggressive causes many
problems for both owners and
dogs alike.
The way Pit Bulls and
Rottweilers are depicted in the
media makes them desirable to the wrong type of
people. Individuals that
wish to engage in illegal
activity such as dog fighting are
likely to not care that it is illegal
to own a type of dog. Their status as an illegal dog may even
make them more sought-after
by someone adopting a dog for
the wrong reasons. Instead, the
way that the media describes Pit
Bulls makes them undesirable
by people that could potentially
give the dog a great home. When
walking through a pound, stories
about the vicious nature of Pit
Bulls may come up to a mother’s
mind despite the nature of the
dog, causing her to find a different
breed of dog to take home to her
three-year-old son.
Similar to people, individual
dogs have different natures and
sions to incentivize them to take
environmentally friendly steps.
Additionally, Olson said he was
optimistic that something can be
done about climate change. “It’s
really important for us to have a
dialogue between people who are
concerned about climate change
and people who are skeptical.”

“Rosa Tapia”
-Shallion Dixon and Tammy
Tran

“Madera Allan”
-Peter Emery

older dogs at the pound have their
own history and background. Pet
owners should not adopt a Pit Bull
without the knowledge, patience
and confidence that they can give
their new pet a good home. Not
every dog is suitable for every
household, just as every child may
not be suited to be adopted into
any family.
When adopting a dog as
physically powerful as a Pit Bull,
their previous environments and
the nature of their breed should
be discussed as much as possible,
and precautions should be taken
before introducing small children
to an animal that may have been
beaten or neglected in their previous location. Dogs do not inherently want to attack other dogs or
become vicious towards people,
and unfortunate dog attacks are
the result of

poor
traini n g
while
they
are young and bad past experiences. Many problems that give
these dogs their bad reputation
could have been prevented by the
care of a knowledgeable, patient
owner. Individuals adopting one
of these powerful animals have a
responsibility to treat them with
care and become educated about
their needs.
Due to the reputation of Pit
Bulls, they have been unfairly
put down, banned from shelters
and entire cities all together.
Some shelters will not accept Pit
Bulls at all and put down dogs

Blackfish

continued from page 9
erhouses.
In fact, because of this documentary, several famous artists—
including Willie Nelson, Martina
McBride and Barenaked Ladies, to
name a few—have cancelled their
concerts at SeaWorld. This film’s
poignant message has managed
to profoundly affect and educate
viewers and stay relevant.

“President Burstein”
-Sophie Hernando Kofman

“Doug Martin”
-Shea Davis

they receive on the basis of their
breed. Families owning Pit Bulls
before the ban was put in place
in their city had to relocate their
dog or were forced to euthanize a
healthy, friendly family pet.
Having owned a Rottweiler
for ten years while growing up,
I received comments about their
bad reputation frequently when
taking my 120-pounds-of-muscle-and-slobber out for a walk.
It made me incredibly happy to
see the fear fade from a passing
walker’s eyes after they had the
opportunity to pet her and realize
that leaving her excited greeting
slobber-free was the biggest of
their worries.
The knowledge that over
3,497 Pit Bulls were euthanized
between 2002-2009 as a result of
Denver’s Pit Bull ban, and that the
breed is still banned from many
cities today, makes my heart ache
when remembering how much my
dog meant to our family. Several
dog owners lost innocent, cherished family pets due to their
inability to move or locate them
to a new area before having the
opportunity of seeing them live
out their full life. Images exist
of truck-loads of dogs that
were mass-euthanized when
the law was first implemented and makes me empathetic
to dogs and owners affected
by breed, specific laws and
wonder why they are still in
place today.
Given the number of advocates routing to abolish breed
specific laws, it amazes me that
so many cities still ban Pit Bulls
and insurance companies still discriminate. While some dog breeds
have gained bad reputations
over the years, shows like “Dog
Whisperer,” and responsible dog
owners have helped to remove
the stereotype. Over time, people must become more educated
about the needs of the dog breeds
they decide to adopt, and understand that dogs are not inherently
aggressive. Hopefully, it will only
be a matter of time before Pit
Bulls can be owned anywhere and
discrimination against specific
breeds comes to an end.

“Blackfish” is available to
watch instantly on Netflix, so
you really don’t have much of
an excuse to delay your heartbreaking, life-changing viewing of
this cinematic revelation. If you
need more convincing, Rotten
Tomatoes gave it a 98 percent, so
even though it’s been summarized
as a “feel-bad movie,” readers can
trust its quality. Homework can
wait. And a word to the wise—
have some Kleenex at the ready.

The opinions expressed in
this section are those of
the students, faculty and
community members who
wrote them. All facts are
as provided by the authors.
The Lawrentian does not
endorse any opinions
piece except for the staff
editorial, which represents
a majority of the editorial
board. The Lawrentian
welcomes everyone to
submit their own opinions
using the parameters outlined in the masthead.
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New grants

continued from page 1
Services Office and making the
English as a Second Language program position a full-time position.
It will also include an expansion
of the CORE program for freshmen, the formation of a threeweek residential college transition program, an online summer
program, increased training for
faculty advisors, diagnostic testing and adaptive technology for
students with learning disabilities. Lastly, it would bring an asyet undetermined predictive modeling software program to campus that would collect data from
students, advisors, course reports
and other sources that will assist
in directing students towards academic help when struggling academically.
Lawrence first heard about
the grant in February 2013.
Usually, these types of grant competitions are announced in evennumbered years. As a result of this
unexpected change, the application process was vigorous until

Poster

continued from page 1
to Sierra Leone,” Mueller Dahl
said. “It was an absolutely positive
experience.”
China was the other destination for Lawrence students over
Winter Break through a new selective program entitled “Sustainable
China: Integrating Culture,
Conservation and Commerce.”
In preparation for their trip and
research, all accepted students
took courses in Chinese and additional specialized classes during
Fall Term 2013.
Students traveled to urban
and rural sites in Shanghai, Wuxi,
Guizhou Province, Shenzhen
and Hong Kong while working

Dance series
continued from page 8

forming on drum set while Bryant
reacted in her movements. The
quartet was featured next in a
work called “Reasonable Searches
and Seizures” with Turner on
cello, Nichols on percussion and
Bryant and Salzer moving to
each instrument, the instruments
together and to the other dancer.
Nichols took the floor again
with a composition entitled “Black
Sparrow Shadow,” which also utilized electronics that Nichols created to interact with his live per-

Concert

continued from page 1
responses and address the most
frequently asked questions and
concerns with the entire orchestra. He feels that this has helped
students.
“To me, the tension that was
happening last week was sort of
that unknown has kind of dissipated over the weekend,” Dean
Pertl said.
In the end, Dean Pertl,

Hockey

continued from page 5
11-1 in the first game and recovered to win 4-1 in the second.
When Lawrence played the same
series they also lost the opener

the submission deadline in early
June 2013.
A group was formed to develop a grant proposal during Spring
Term of 2013. This group included Provost and Dean of Faculty
David Burrows, Vice President for
Student Affairs Nancy Truesdell,
Associate Dean of Faculty for
Student Academic Services
Geoff Gajewski, and Director of
Administration William Skinner.
It also included Director of
Corporate, Foundation and
Sponsored Research Support at
Lawrence University Jenna Stone
‘00, Associate Professor of Spanish
Rosa Tapia, Associate Professor of
Anthropology Carla Daughtry and
Dean of the Conservatory Brian
Pertl. During the planning process, these faculty and staff members worked to pinpoint issues
at Lawrence that can prevent a
student from thriving.
The proposal was read by a
panel of three expert reviewers,
then rated by each reviewer based
on how well the university’s plan
fit with the goals of the grant
program. This included the quality of Lawrence’s self-assessment,

to answer the question, “What
makes a livable city?” Groups
were put together based on area
of interest in environment, government, economy or culture and
then focused their research on an
assigned location.
“Through our class we
learned that there are many different aspects of a livable city,” said
sophomore Michelle Ohlhausen.
Her group focused more on the
environment of the city of Wuxi.
“You have to look at the environment, the economy and the
culture. Although the pollution is
awful, I think the tourism industry and the culture that they have
there presently is enough to constitute it as a livable city.”
The Sustainable China
program is part of a four-

how grounded the proposal was
in evidence-based literature on
how colleges best help students
be successful, the qualifications of
the project team, the evaluation
system for project outcomes and
whether the budget makes wise
use of the funds. Lawrence scored
311 out of a possible 312 points.
The university found out that
it was a recipient of the grant in
September. Following the government shutdown, a call to the faculty was issued to find a project
director for the grant. After a thorough interview process, Professor
of Saxophone Steven Jordheim has
just been named project director.
Formal recognition of Jordheim is
still required from the Department
of Education.
Now that a project director
has been assigned, the university
is better able to begin restructuring the programs proposed in
the grant application. As project
director, Professor Jordheim will
oversee the many programs and
make sure that the heads of the
various groups concerned are
communicating with each other.
year Henry Luce Foundation
Initiative on Asian Studies and
the Environment, made up of a
three-part grant. The first part
went toward the Sustainable
China trip, while the second part
will send students back for summer research. The third section
of the grant will hopefully fund
the Sustainable China Program for
2014-15.
“This seemed like such a cool
thing to do, to go to China or
go to Sierra Leone,” said junior
Ashley Coenen. “I can’t believe
that Lawrence students are doing
this because it’s just a really neat
opportunity. I wanted to actually
see what they did there and I
would be interested in doing this,
as well.”

formance. Bryant then performed
a solo act entitled “Suite Female:
Part 1” in which her movements
were accompanied by text she
had written. The text consisted
of a voice saying sentences that
began with “The woman who…”
and ended with a variety of other
descriptions, opening up lots of
interpretations for how her movements reacted to the text.
The last piece performed by
past)(modern performance duo
was entitled “Essential” and showcased each of their discipline’s use
of video. While Nichols performed
music live and through electronics, Bryant danced in front of a

video that changed landscapes
and at one point recorded her
moving outline and projected it on
the screen behind her, giving the
audience a double visual of her
movements. This piece brought
together their work in dance and
music with the changing artistic
culture and its use of technology
as a contributing artistic tool.
Don’t miss the final dance
series performance of the season
entitled “Rebecca Salzer Dance
Theatre: Bird Lady” on Thursday,
April 3 and 4 at 8 p.m.

4-0, but took the second game 5-4.
The Vikings have many of
the pieces needed to hold their
own against the strongest team
in the league, but will need to
play at the top of their game both
nights in order to put up a fight. If
the Vikings can pull their perfor-

mance together, they may make
some magic happen in Michigan
this weekend. The puck will drop
at 7 p.m. on Friday, Feb. 7, at the
Arrington Ice Arena and 3 p.m. on
Saturday, Feb. 8.

Poesnecker and Mas Arocas all
agree that postponing the concert
was the best decision.
“We weren’t ready,” said
Poesnecker. “If everyone is completely honest with each other,
we weren’t ready with that concert.” Later she continued, “We all
want to move forward from this
because it has been hard, but I
think people can look at it really
positively and just kind of learn
from it. It’s just stepping back
and having that perspective, and
I think now that some time has

passed a lot of people are coming
around to that. But you’re always
going to have those people that
are going to point fingers and
blame other people.”
“I only care about the music
and the musicians, that’s what I
do,” said Mas Arocas. “So keep
talking...keep doing whatever, and
we are going to keep doing what
we do, which is being the best
musicians that we can be”
The LSO concert has been
rescheduled for Saturday, April
12.
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